FHWS – University of Applied Sciences
Würzburg-Schweinfurt

Information about the university

> One of the largest universities of applied sciences in southern Germany
> Degree Programmes with a combination of theoretical and practical components
> Personal study groups
> Modern infrastructure and laboratories equipped with the latest technology
> 35 degree courses at 10 faculties
> 9,200 students/200 professors
> Close collaboration with regional and transregional companies and enterprises

Location

> Situated in one of the most beautiful regions of Germany
> Two sites (appr. 40 km apart)
> Perfect starting point to discover Germany and Europe
> Major international airports at Frankfurt (116 km) and Munich (278 km) within easy reach

The future is what you make of it – studying on the FHWS i-Campus

International Orientation

> Cooperation with more than 140 universities worldwide
> Students from more than 30 different countries
> Experience in international cooperation for more than 20 years

Be part of an international network of proficiency

> English degree courses
> TWIN programmes
> Language courses
> Intercultural teams
> No tuition fees

Active integration into German on-Campus student’s Life

> Orientation Weeks
> Support Programme for International Students
> Student’s Halls of Residence in the immediate vicinity of the university

Getting geared up for the future

> An universally recognized German degree
> Qualification for successful careers in the German and International labour markets

FHWS i-Campus Team
Phone: +49 931 3511-6500
E-Mail: i-campus@fhws.de
Skype: fhws-i-campus
www.facebook.com/FHWSicampus

University of Applied Sciences
Würzburg-Schweinfurt

Faculty of Business
and Engineering
Ignaz-Schön-Straße 11
97421 Schweinfurt
Germany

www.i-campus.fhws.de

Business and Engineering
Business and Engineering Bachelor's Degree Course in English

Study programme
The Business and Engineering programme is based on a well-balanced combination of technology and business. The courses offered at FHWS are designed to be interdisciplinary and practically-oriented. Skilled teaching staff from leading German companies make sure the contents of classes are always up to date and they constantly guarantee the practical relevance of the courses. Students will be trained for a variety of professional areas, e.g. companies in manufacturing and engineering, banks, insurance and consulting firms, commercial enterprises, and public services. Graduates of this degree programme have excellent opportunities for starting their careers.

Twin programme
The Bachelor’s degree programmes in English are structured in a similar way to the existing degree programme in German (twin programmes) which enables students to switch between courses and languages. It is possible to obtain a TWIN-certificate which proves that students completed their studies in both languages and are perfectly qualified for successful careers in the German and international labour market.

Course Structure
Basic Subjects (Semesters 1-3)
(e.g. Mathematics, Physics, Material Sciences & Construction, Computer Sciences for Engineers, Economic Sciences, International Trade Law)

Specialisations (Semesters 4-5)
Engineering Specialisations:
> Mechatronics

Business Specialisations:
> Production
> Logistics
> Purchasing

Internship (Semester 6)
20 weeks of internship

Completion of course (Semester 7)
Bachelor’s thesis with Bachelor seminar, laboratory certificate
The course of studies ends when the student graduates with a Bachelor of Engineering (B. Eng.) degree.
> Full-time
> The academic year always starts in October
> 100% taught in English

Admission requirements
University entrance qualification:
Certificate of completion of secondary education. Proof of former higher education and qualifications (if applicable).

Knowledge of English (recommended):
e.g. in form of the following test results:
> TOEFL test with a min. of 80 points (Internet-based)
> IELTS with a min. of 6.5 points
> Cambridge Certificate on Advanced level (CAE)

Knowledge of German:
Non-native speaker must demonstrate knowledge of the German language at A2 level (GER). A certificate of A2 level in German can also be obtained within the first two semesters. The FHWS i-Campus will be organizing special German classes for international students.

Pre-study internship:
6-week technical pre-study internship that may be completed before or during the first two semesters.

Tuition fees
There are no tuition fees in the State of Bavaria. These are paid for by the state. Students just have to pay an enrolment fee of about 72 euros per semester at the university site in Schweinfurt.

Application
Applications have to be submitted online and via post. You will find more information on terms and conditions at our website. Deadline for applications is 15 July for the following winter semester.

Applicants with a German secondary school certificate please check our homepage for details:
www.i-campus.fhws.de

Support
All English degree programmes include compulsory German classes and intercultural training so as to ensure the best possible integration of international students. The FHWS i-Campus Team organizes the orientation weeks for international students in mid-September. This special supporting programme will help the students to feel at home both at FHWS and in Germany. During the term, various cultural events and other services are offered, e.g. guided tours, field trips, and workshops.
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